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Here is detailed information on both land and water species, with specifics on determining sex, life

expectancy, housing, feeding, and health care. Books in the comprehensive and popular  Barron's

Complete Pet Owner's Manuals  series advise on feeding, health care, housing, and all other

important aspects of responsible pet ownership. Each title is individually written from first page to

last by a pet trainer, veterinarian, or other pet-care specialist. All  Complete Pet Owner's Manuals 

are filled with high-quality photos and instructive line art.
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Though inexpensive, this book provides a wealth of excellent information. It is the most used book in

my extensive collection of turtle identification and care books. All turtle owners, beginners and

experienced alike, should have this book.

For such little investment a wealth of information. From species identification and care basics to 72

color pictures and great tips from true turtle experts. This is a must for a turtle enthusiasts library!

This is a great book to get you started in the hobby. This book is loaded with valuable information in

an easy to read format with loads of pictures and examples. The basics are covered as well as a

few of the more in depth topics. The chapters on breeding and hybernating are a little confusing and

more information and ideas could have been added. The differences in the requirments needed by

different species could have been covered also. This is a general care book. Nothing to fancy. If you



want specifics buy a book on the species you are interested in.

When I got my turtle, Tim, I didn't know a thing about turtles - so I got this book as well as did a ton

of research online. This book has TONS of good information (and pictures) about how to care for

and house turtles. My turtle is several years old now, and is very happy and healthy. I recommend

this to anyone who is looking to get a pet turtle. The reality of turtle-keeping is that it is a LOT of

work. Turtles are dirty, and even with high powered filters their tanks need constant cleaning. I didn't

know what I was getting in to, but it's worth the effort! Turtles are wonderful pets, and this book will

give you all the basic information you need to know.

This is a good starter book on what turtles and tortoises require. It outlines many of the types of

turtles and tortoises, has tons of color pictures, and is chock full of info.It goes over habitats,

feeding, breeding, hibernation, dangers (fire ants, spinach) etc. including practical tips from the

authors.Unfortunately, this book convinced me that it is not very easy to keep turtles and tortoises

and this would be a major investment and worry, so I decided not to.Oh well.

I purchased this book for a 6th grade girlwho was interested in Turtles.This book was so informative

and withbeautiful illustrations.Her Mother informed me Turtles and Tortoiseswas her favorite

Birthday Present!Young and Old will love it,jz
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